
FWG-02500 (PH1) Year Title (short description of image) Mill (county, location, mill name) Notes/comments

COPY_01_01.jpg
illustration of open-trestle post 
mill from illuminated manuscript Unknown

COPY_01_02.jpg
painting of smock mill and barns 
by Constable Sussex: West Blatchington

COPY_01_03.jpg windmill of unusual design in w/o Sussex: Ditchling, Elphick's Mill

COPY_01_04.jpg
engraving showing hollow-post 
windmill on roof of watermill Sussex: Twineham

COPY_01_05.jpg
post mill in w/o with stocks and 
two sails Sussex: Brede

COPY_01_06.jpg
watercolour painting of post mill 
apparently in w/o Unknown

MACHINY_01_01.jpg Jun-87
interior of windmill showing 
unidentified apparatus Unknown

MACHINY_01_02.jpg Jun-87

interior of tower mill showing 
great spur wheel with auxiliary 
gear ring and layshaft Sussex: Barnham

MACHINY_01_03.jpg Jun-87
great spur wheel meshing with 
nut on layshaft Sussex: Barnham

MACHINY_01_04.jpg Jun-87 exposed runner stone Sussex: Barnham
MACHINY_01_05.jpg Jun-87 cap frame and windshaft Sussex: Barnham
MACHINY_01_06.jpg Jun-87 brakewheel Sussex: Barnham
MACHINY_01_07.jpg Jun-87 cap frame and truck wheel Sussex: Barnham

MACHINY_01_08.jpg Jun-87
parts of cap frame, brakewheel 
and truck wheel Sussex: Barnham

MACHINY_01_09.jpg Jun-87
great spur wheel, auxiliary gear 
ring, layshaft and pulley Sussex: Barnham



MACHINY_01_10.jpg Jun-87

great spur wheel, auxiliary gear 
ring and various layshafts and 
pulleys Sussex: Barnham

MACHINY_01_11.jpg Jun-87

derelict and overgrown iron 
waterwheel with makers' 
inscription "J MORLEY CRAWLEY" Prob.Sussex

MACHINY_01_12.jpg Apr-88 unidentified piece of timberwork Unknown

MACHINY_02_01.jpg Oct-89

interior of watermill showing 
waterwheel, crankshaft and 
pistons Unknown

MACHINY_02_02.jpg Oct-89

interior of watermill showing 
waterwheel, crankshaft and 
pistons Unknown

MACHINY_02_03.jpg Oct-89
interior of watermill showing 
crankshaft and pistons Unknown

MACHINY_02_05.jpg Oct-89
exterior of watermill building 
with wheel Unknown

MACHINY_02_06.jpg Oct-89
part of exterior of watermill 
building with wheel Unknown

MACHINY_02_07.jpg Oct-89 watermill building with wheel Unknown

MACHINY_02_08.jpg Oct-89
interior of watermill showing 
various gears and shafts Unknown

MACHINY_02_09.jpg Oct-89

interior of house-converted 
watermill showing pair of stones 
with stone crane Unknown

MACHINY_02_10.jpg Oct-89
interior of watermill showing pit 
wheel, stone nut and hursting Unknown

MISCELL_01_01.jpg Aug-87
samson head from post mill on 
ground Unknown



MISCELL_01_02.jpg Aug-87
samson head from post mill on 
ground Unknown

MISCELL_01_03.jpg Jul-89

repairs: cap frame with new 
fanstage on ground ready for 
fitting Sussex: Shipley, Kings' Mill

MISCELL_01_04.jpg Jul-89
buck in course of reconstruction; 
roundhouse walls already erected

Surrey: Charlwood, Gatwick Zoo 
and Aviaries (post mill formerly at 
Lowfield Heath, Surrey)

MISCELL_01_05.jpg Aug-87
man moving new timber into 
roundhouse during repairs Sussex: Keymer, Oldland Mill

MISCELL_01_06.jpg May-89 cap frame under repair on ground Sussex: Shipley, Kings' Mill

MISCELL_01_07.jpg May-89

cap frame under repair on 
ground; windshaft and 
brakewheel also grounded 
nearby. Part of base and stage of 
mill visible on left Sussex: Shipley, Kings' Mill

MISCELL_01_08.jpg May-89
Cap ring being made up/repaired 
on ground Sussex: Shipley, Kings' Mill

MISCELL_01_09.jpg Oct-89

man wearing goggles, evidently 
engaged in carrying out some 
kind of repair Unknown

WATERMI_01_01.jpg May-91

exterior of preserved white-
weatherboarded watermill 
building Prob SE England

WATERMI_01_02.jpg May-91

interior of industrial watermill 
showing tilt hammers and pair of 
large gearwheels Unknown

WATERMI_01_03.jpg May-91
interior of industrial watermill 
showing large gearwheel Unknown



WATERMI_01_04.jpg May-91
illustration of open-trestle post 
mill from illuminated manuscript Unknown

WATERMI_01_05.jpg May-91

interior of industrial watermill 
showing tilt hammers and large 
gearwheel Unknown

WATERMI_01_06.jpg Apr-88
exterior of watermill building 
showing derelict wheel Unknown

WATERMI_01_07.jpg Apr-88

exterior of very derelict watermill 
building showing wheel (same 
mill as in previous image) Unknown

WATERMI_01_08.jpg Apr-88
Interior of wind- or watermill 
showing unidentified apparatus. Unknown

WATERMI_01_09.jpg May-91
exterior of preserved watermill 
building with wheel Unknown

WATERMI_01_10.jpg May-91
exterior of preserved watermill 
building with wheel Unknown

WATERMI_01_11.jpg May-91
interior of windmill showing iron 
mortice gsw (teeth missing) Unknown

WATERMI_01_12.jpg May-91

interior of windmill showing 
wallower and upright shaft 
(photo upside down) Unknown

WATERMI_02_01.jpg Jan-93
watermill building converted to 
hotel Bathampton

WATERMI_02_02.jpg Jan-93 hotel with waterwheel in grounds Unknown



WATERMI_02_03.jpg Jan-93 hotel with waterwheel in grounds Unknown

WATERMI_02_04.jpg Jan-93 hotel with waterwheel in grounds Unknown

WATERMI_02_05.jpg Jan-93
exterior of watermill building 
with wheel Unknown

WATERMI_02_06.jpg Jan-93
exterior of small preserved/house-
converted watermill building Unknown

WATERMI_02_07.jpg Jan-93
part of exterior of watermill 
building with wheel Unknown

WATERMI_02_08.jpg Jun-87
part of exterior of watermill 
building Unknown

WATERMI_02_09.jpg Jun-87
exterior of derelict watermill 
building Unknown

WATERMI_02_10.jpg Jun-87
exterior of derelict watermill 
building Unknown

WATERMI_02_11.jpg Jun-87

interior of watermill building 
showing various shafts, pulleys 
and belt drives Unknown

WATERMI_02_12.jpg Jun-87
Building resembling maltings with 
traction engine outside

Abbots Hall Museum of East 
Anglian Life, Stowmarket, Suffolk? Mill relevance?

WATERMI_02_13.jpg Jun-87 Building resembling maltings 
Abbots Hall Museum of East 
Anglian Life, Stowmarket, Suffolk? Mill relevance?

WATERMI_02_14.jpg Jun-87 Building resembling maltings 
Abbots Hall Museum of East 
Anglian Life, Stowmarket, Suffolk? Mill relevance?

WINDENG_01_01.jpg May-71
wreckage of wind engine on 
ground Unknown

WINDENG_01_02.jpg May-71
object resembling stationary 
engine Unknown



WINDENG_01_03.jpg May-71
wreckage of wind engine on 
ground Unknown

WINDENG_01_04.jpg
1st Jan 
1990 pair of modern wind turbines Unknown

WINDENG_01_05.jpg
1st Jan 
1990 modern wind turbine Unknown

WINDENG_01_06.jpg
28th July 
1990 modern wind turbine Unknown

WINDENG_01_07.jpg
26th July 
1990

group of three modern wind 
turbines (one close-up, one in 
distance) Unknown

WINDENG_01_08.jpg
21st July 
1990 modern wind turbine Unknown

WINDENG_01_09.jpg
7th Jan 
1990 modern wind turbine Unknown

WINDENG_01_10.jpg
25th July 
1990

distant view of three modern 
turbines Unknown

WINDENG_01_11.jpg May-87 The Eoilienne Bollee Sussex, Cowfold?
WINDENG_01_12.jpg May-87 The Eoilienne Bollee Sussex, Cowfold?

WINDENG_01_13.jpg Jun-87
Restored trestle windpump with 
sails Norfolk: Ludham, Boardman's Mill

WINDENG_01_14.jpg Jun-87
Restored trestle windpump with 
sails Norfolk: Ludham, Boardman's Mill

WINDENG_02_01.jpg May-91
Restored hollow-post windpump 
with sails Norfolk: Ludham, Clayrack

WINDENG_02_02.jpg May-91
Restored hollow-post windpump 
with sails Norfolk: Ludham, Clayrack

WINDENG_02_03.jpg Aug-91
distant view of small preserved 
tower mill with sails Foreign

WINDENG_02_04.jpg May-95 pair of modern wind turbines Unknown

WINDENG_02_05.jpg May-95
group of three modern wind 
turbines Unknown



WINDENG_02_06.jpg Jun-87 modern wind turbine Unknown

WINDENG_02_07.jpg Oct-91
restored white-painted paltrok 
wind saw mill Netherlands

WINDENG_02_08.jpg Oct-91

interior of water- or horse mill 
showing pair of large wooden 
bevel gears Unknown

WINDENG_02_09.jpg Oct-91
interior of wind- or watermill 
showing governors Unknown

WINDENG_02_10.jpg Oct-91

interior of watermill showing 
what look like brewery mashing 
tuns Unknown

WINDMIL_01_01.jpg Sep-87

site of former post mill with piers 
only remaining after removal of 
mill to Charlwood Surrey: Lowfield Heath

WINDMIL_01_02.jpg Sep-87 cap on ground for repair Sussex: Polegate
WINDMIL_01_03.jpg Sep-87 repairs under way to curb Sussex: Polegate
WINDMIL_01_04.jpg Sep-87 repairs under way to curb Sussex: Polegate

WINDMIL_01_05.jpg Sep-87

view of mill with cap on ground 
for repair and top of tower 
sheeted over Sussex: Polegate

WINDMIL_01_06.jpg Sep-87

Spout floor of post mill showing 
decayed crowntree in course of 
removal Sussex: Keymer, Oldland Mill

WINDMIL_01_07.jpg Sep-87

Spout floor of post mill showing 
decayed crowntree in course of 
removal Sussex: Keymer, Oldland Mill

WINDMIL_01_08.jpg Sep-87

Post mill scaffolded for repair 
showing decayed crowntree 
being removed through door of 
buck Sussex: Keymer, Oldland Mill



WINDMIL_01_09.jpg Sep-87

Post mill scaffolded for repair 
showing decayed crowntree 
being removed through door of 
buck Sussex: Keymer, Oldland Mill

WINDMIL_01_10.jpg Sep-87

Post mill scaffolded for repair 
showing decayed crowntree 
being removed through door of 
buck Sussex: Keymer, Oldland Mill

WINDMIL_01_11.jpg Sep-87 repairs under way to curb Sussex: Polegate
WINDMIL_01_12.jpg Sep-87 repairs under way to curb Sussex: Polegate

WINDMIL_01_13.jpg Sep-87
tombstone in form of French burr 
stone Unknown

WINDMIL_01_14.jpg Sep-87

mid-distant view of watermill 
with Portuguese-type windmill on 
roof Dorset: Shaftesbury, Cann Mills

WINDMIL_02_01.jpg Sep-87
close-up of jib sails of Portuguese-
type windmill Dorset: Shaftesbury, Cann Mills

WINDMIL_02_02.jpg Sep-87
close-up of jib sails of Portuguese-
type windmill Dorset: Shaftesbury, Cann Mills

WINDMIL_02_03.jpg Sep-87

close-up of clay pots on rigging of 
jib sails of Portuguese-type 
windmill Dorset: Shaftesbury, Cann Mills

WINDMIL_02_04.jpg Sep-87
part of exterior of watermill 
building with wheel Unknown

WINDMIL_02_05.jpg Sep-87

interior of watermill showing pit 
wheel, great spur wheel and 
stone nut Unknown

WINDMIL_02_06.jpg Sep-87

interior of watermill showing pit 
wheel, wallower, great spur 
wheel and iron hursting Unknown

WINDMIL_02_07.jpg Sep-87

interior of watermill showing 
upright shaft, crown wheel and 
one pair of stones Unknown



WINDMIL_02_08.jpg Sep-87
looking down from watermill 
building onto turning waterwheel Unknown

WINDMIL_02_09.jpg Sep-87
looking down from watermill 
building onto turning waterwheel Unknown

WINDMIL_02_10.jpg Sep-87
cap frame and fanstage grounded 
for repair Sussex: Polegate

WINDMIL_02_11.jpg Sep-87
cap frame and fanstage grounded 
for repair Sussex: Polegate

WINDMIL_02_12.jpg Sep-87
section of new(?) iron curb in 
workshop Sussex: Polegate

WINDMIL_02_13.jpg Sep-87 unidentified tools in workshop Sussex: Polegate

WINDMIL_03_01.jpg Aug-89 Buck under reconstruction

Surrey: Charlwood, Gatwick Zoo 
and Aviaries (post mill formerly at 
Lowfield Heath, Surrey)

WINDMIL_03_02.jpg Aug-89

Buck under reconstruction, with 
timber being lowered into place 
by crane

Surrey: Charlwood, Gatwick Zoo 
and Aviaries (post mill formerly at 
Lowfield Heath, Surrey)

WINDMIL_03_03.jpg Aug-89

Buck under reconstruction, with 
timber being lowered into place 
by crane

Surrey: Charlwood, Gatwick Zoo 
and Aviaries (post mill formerly at 
Lowfield Heath, Surrey)

WINDMIL_03_04.jpg Aug-89
section of buck frame being lifted 
into position by crane

Surrey: Charlwood, Gatwick Zoo 
and Aviaries (post mill formerly at 
Lowfield Heath, Surrey)



WINDMIL_03_05.jpg Aug-89

buck under reconstruction: 
looking down from scaffolding at 
base frame on ground awaiting 
fitting

Surrey: Charlwood, Gatwick Zoo 
and Aviaries (post mill formerly at 
Lowfield Heath, Surrey)

WINDMIL_03_06.jpg Aug-89
Newly fitted section of buck 
frame

Surrey: Charlwood, Gatwick Zoo 
and Aviaries (post mill formerly at 
Lowfield Heath, Surrey)

WINDMIL_03_07.jpg Aug-89

buck under reconstruction with 
tail (or breast?) frame being 
fitted by crane

Surrey: Charlwood, Gatwick Zoo 
and Aviaries (post mill formerly at 
Lowfield Heath, Surrey)

WINDMIL_03_08.jpg Aug-89 Buck under reconstruction

Surrey: Charlwood, Gatwick Zoo 
and Aviaries (post mill formerly at 
Lowfield Heath, Surrey)

WINDMIL_03_09.jpg Aug-89

buck under reconstruction with 
breast frame being lifted into 
place by crane

Surrey: Charlwood, Gatwick Zoo 
and Aviaries (post mill formerly at 
Lowfield Heath, Surrey)

WINDMIL_03_10.jpg Aug-89

buck under reconstruction with 
breast frame being lifted into 
place by crane

Surrey: Charlwood, Gatwick Zoo 
and Aviaries (post mill formerly at 
Lowfield Heath, Surrey)

WINDMIL_03_11.jpg Aug-89
Breast frame being joined to side 
frame

Surrey: Charlwood, Gatwick Zoo 
and Aviaries (post mill formerly at 
Lowfield Heath, Surrey)

WINDMIL_03_12.jpg Aug-89

buck under reconstruction, 
showing crowntree/side girt 
connection 

Surrey: Charlwood, Gatwick Zoo 
and Aviaries (post mill formerly at 
Lowfield Heath, Surrey)



WINDMIL_03_13.jpg Aug-89

Notice board for Lowfield Heath 
Windmill Trust, with partly 
reconstructed buck visible in 
background

Surrey: Charlwood, Gatwick Zoo 
and Aviaries (post mill formerly at 
Lowfield Heath, Surrey)

WINDMIL_03_14.jpg Aug-89
Visitors examining partly 
reconstructed buck

Surrey: Charlwood, Gatwick Zoo 
and Aviaries (post mill formerly at 
Lowfield Heath, Surrey)

WINDMIL_03_15.jpg Aug-89
Visitors examining partly 
reconstructed buck

Surrey: Charlwood, Gatwick Zoo 
and Aviaries (post mill formerly at 
Lowfield Heath, Surrey)

WINDMIL_04_01.jpg Aug-89

smock mill under repair: 
temporary roof being removed 
from/fitted to smock tower by 
crane Sussex: Shipley, Kings' Mill

WINDMIL_04_02.jpg Aug-89

smock mill under repair: 
temporary roof being removed 
from/fitted to smock tower by 
crane Sussex: Shipley, Kings' Mill

WINDMIL_04_03.jpg Aug-89

very small post mill (chandelier 
mill), apparently in working 
order, with miller in foreground. 
Caption on photo/postcard says 
"Un moulin a vent a L-Isle 
D'Ouessant: Series de Industries 
Bretonnes" France: Brittany

WINDMIL_04_04.jpg Aug-89
Morris dancers in foreground of 
restored post mill in w/o

Sussex: Durrington, High 
Salvington

WINDMIL_04_05.jpg Aug-89 Pile of concrete blocks on ground Unknown



WINDMIL_04_06.jpg Aug-89
very derelict post mill without 
sails

Sussex: Herstmonceux, Windmill 
Hill

WINDMIL_04_07.jpg Aug-89
tower mill scaffolded for repair, 
with two sails Sussex: Westham, Stone Cross

WINDMIL_04_08.jpg Aug-89
tower mill scaffolded for repair, 
with two sails Sussex: Westham, Stone Cross

WINDMIL_04_09.jpg Aug-89
Preserved tower mill with two 
sails down to stocks Sussex: Polegate

WINDMIL_04_10.jpg Aug-89 restored post mill in w/o Sussex: Clayton, "Jill" post mill

WINDMIL_04_11.jpg Aug-89 restored post mill in w/o Sussex: Clayton, "Jill" post mill

WINDMIL_04_12.jpg Aug-89

restored post mill in w/o, with 
exhibition of stationary engines in 
foreground Sussex: Clayton, "Jill" post mill

WINDMIL_04_13.jpg Aug-89

restored post mill in w/o, with 
exhibition of stationary engines in 
foreground Sussex: Clayton, "Jill" post mill

WINDMIL_04_14.jpg Oct-89 restored tower mill with sails
Somerset: High Ham, Stembridge 
Mill

WINDMIL_04_15.jpg Jun-87
smock mill in w/o, with sails 
decorated with flags Netherlands

WINDMIL_04_16.jpg Jun-87

derelict post mill without sails, 
scaffolded for dismantling and 
removal to Charlwood Surrey: Lowfield Heath

WINDMIL_05_01.jpg Oct-89

looking up inside smock tower of 
preserved composite (fomerly 
hollow-post) mill Surrey: Wimbledon

WINDMIL_05_02.jpg Oct-89

interior of preserved composite 
mill showing brakewheel and 
"curb" Surrey: Wimbledon



WINDMIL_05_03.jpg Oct-89

interior of preserved composite 
mill showing unidentified 
ironwork Surrey: Wimbledon

WINDMIL_05_04.jpg Oct-89

wallower, upright shaft and great 
spur wheel from Reed tower mill, 
Kingston, Kent, on ground with 
preserved composite mill in 
background Surrey: Wimbledon

WINDMIL_05_05.jpg Oct-89
preserved composite mill with 
sails Surrey: Wimbledon

WINDMIL_05_06.jpg Oct-89
preserved composite mill with 
sails Surrey: Wimbledon

WINDMIL_05_07.jpg Jul-87
Morris dancers in front of 
restored post mill with two sails

Sussex: Durrington, High 
Salvington

WINDMIL_05_08.jpg Jul-87

Post mill scaffolded for 
dismantling and removal to 
Charlwood: windshaft, brake- and 
tailwheels on frame on lorry 
awaiting transport to new site Surrey: Lowfield Heath

WINDMIL_05_09.jpg Jul-87

Post mill scaffolded for 
dismantling and removal to 
Charlwood: windshaft, brake- and 
tailwheels on frame on lorry 
awaiting transport to new site Surrey: Lowfield Heath

WINDMIL_05_10.jpg Jul-87
Post mill under repair: timber 
being removed/fitted by hoist Surrey: Lowfield Heath

WINDMIL_05_11.jpg Jul-87
Post mill under repair: timber 
being removed/fitted by hoist Surrey: Lowfield Heath



WINDMIL_05_12.jpg Jul-87
Post mill under repair: timber 
being removed/fitted by hoist Surrey: Lowfield Heath

WINDMIL_06_01.jpg Jul-87

fragment of millstone being 
attached to crane for lifting out of 
mill Surrey: Lowfield Heath

WINDMIL_06_02.jpg Jul-87
fragment of millstone being lifted 
out of mill Surrey: Lowfield Heath

WINDMIL_06_03.jpg Jul-87
fragment of millstone being lifted 
out of mill Surrey: Lowfield Heath

WINDMIL_06_04.jpg Jul-87

Post mill scaffolded for 
dismantling and removal to 
Charlwood: breast frame being 
removed by crane Surrey: Lowfield Heath

WINDMIL_06_05.jpg Jul-87

Post mill scaffolded for removal 
to Charlwood, with roof, 
windshaft, brake- and tailwheels 
removed Surrey: Lowfield Heath

WINDMIL_06_06.jpg Jul-87 Buck in course of dismantling Surrey: Lowfield Heath

WINDMIL_06_07.jpg Jul-87
Close-up of partly dismantled 
buck Surrey: Lowfield Heath

WINDMIL_06_08.jpg Jul-87
Buck in course of dismantling (as 
06_06) Surrey: Lowfield Heath

WINDMIL_06_09.jpg Jul-87
detail of framing of partially 
dismantled buck Surrey: Lowfield Heath

WINDMIL_06_10.jpg Jul-87
buck partially dismantled with 
crane removing item of timber Surrey: Lowfield Heath

WINDMIL_06_11.jpg Jul-87
buck partially dismantled with 
crane removing item of timber Surrey: Lowfield Heath



WINDMIL_06_12.jpg Jul-87
buck partially dismantled with 
crane removing tail frame Surrey: Lowfield Heath

WINDMIL_06_13.jpg Jul-87
buck scaffolded and partially 
dismantled Surrey: Lowfield Heath

WINDMIL_06_14.jpg Jul-87
buck scaffolded and partially 
dismantled Surrey: Lowfield Heath

WINDMIL_06_15.jpg Jul-87
buck partially dismantled with 
crane removing part of framing Surrey: Lowfield Heath

WINDMIL_06_16.jpg Jul-87
Interior view of post mill 
roundhouse showing trestle Lowfield Heath or Keymer

WINDMIL_06_17.jpg Jul-87

Post mill under repair: view of 
lower buck and roundhouse 
showing timber about to be 
removed/fitted using hoist Sussex: Keymer, Oldland Mill

WINDMIL_06_18.jpg Jul-87
Timber being attached to hoist 
for removal from/fitting to mill Sussex: Keymer, Oldland Mill

WINDMIL_06_19.jpg Jul-87

Volunteer at work in roundhouse 
attaching timber to hoist prior to 
fitting/removing from mill Sussex: Keymer, Oldland Mill

WINDMIL_07_01.jpg Apr-88
wreckage of collapsed post mill 
after 1987 hurricane

Sussex: Winchelsea, St Leonards' 
Mill

WINDMIL_07_02.jpg Apr-88
wreckage of collapsed post mill 
after 1987 hurricane

Sussex: Winchelsea, St Leonards' 
Mill

WINDMIL_07_03.jpg Apr-88

wreckage of collapsed post mill 
after 1987 hurricane, showing 
pier, crosstree and quarterbar

Sussex: Winchelsea, St Leonards' 
Mill



WINDMIL_07_04.jpg Apr-88
sweepless post mill scaffolded for 
repair Sussex: Icklesham, Hog Hill

WINDMIL_07_05.jpg Apr-88

spout floor of post mill showing 
main post and piece of 
unidentfied timberwork Sussex: Icklesham, Hog Hill?

WINDMIL_07_06.jpg Apr-88
interior of roundhouse of post 
mill showing trestle Sussex: Icklesham, Hog Hill?

WINDMIL_07_07.jpg Apr-88
interior of post mill showing 
brake- or tailwheel Sussex: Icklesham, Hog Hill?

WINDMIL_07_08.jpg Apr-88 As 07_06 Sussex: Icklesham, Hog Hill?

WINDMIL_07_09.jpg Apr-88
Sweepless post mill scaffolded for 
repair Sussex: Icklesham, Hog Hill

WINDMIL_07_10.jpg Apr-88
surviving trestle and piers of 
former post mill Bexhill, Sussex?

WINDMIL_07_11.jpg Apr-88 Old toll cottage Sussex? No mill relevance

WINDMIL_07_12.jpg Apr-88 millstone embedded in paving Unknown

WINDMIL_08_01.jpg Aug-91

Odd-looking, very small post(?) 
mill - looks like a cupboard with 
sails! Prob.foreign

WINDMIL_08_02.jpg Aug-91

Rear of mill shown in previous 
image, with back opened up to 
show gearing and single pair of 
stones Prob.foreign

WINDMIL_08_03.jpg Aug-91

very small restored tower mill 
with conical cap, tailpole and 
short sails Foreign, prob. Eastern Europe

WINDMIL_08_04.jpg Aug-91 Preserved tower mill with sails Foreign, prob. Eastern Europe

WINDMIL_08_05.jpg Aug-91
Preserved tower mill with sails 
and tailpole Foreign, prob. Eastern Europe

WINDMIL_08_06.jpg Aug-91
Preserved tower mill with sails 
and tailpole Foreign, prob. Eastern Europe



WINDMIL_08_07.jpg Aug-91
Preserved tower mill with sails 
and tailpole, scaffolded for repair Foreign, prob. Eastern Europe

WINDMIL_08_08.jpg May-91

Post mill under reconstruction, 
complete except for roundhouse 
roof and two sail frames

Surrey: Charlwood, Gatwick Zoo 
and Aviaries (post mill formerly at 
Lowfield Heath, Surrey)

WINDMIL_08_09.jpg May-91

Post mill under reconstruction, 
complete except for roundhouse 
roof and two sail frames

Surrey: Charlwood, Gatwick Zoo 
and Aviaries (post mill formerly at 
Lowfield Heath, Surrey)

WINDMIL_08_10.jpg May-91

Post mill under reconstruction, 
complete except for roundhouse 
roof and two sail frames

Surrey: Charlwood, Gatwick Zoo 
and Aviaries (post mill formerly at 
Lowfield Heath, Surrey)

WINDMIL_08_11.jpg May-91

Model post mill, complete and in 
good repair except for two sail 
frames Broadhill Mill, Keymer, Sussex?

WINDMIL_08_12.jpg May-91

Model post mill, complete and in 
good repair except for two sail 
frames Broadhill Mill, Keymer, Sussex?

WINDMIL_08_13.jpg Sep-95
Shell of small parallel-sided stone 
tower mill Unknown (not SE or East Anglia)

WINDMIL_08_14.jpg Sep-95
shell of small, slender stone 
tower mill (leaning) Unknown (not SE or East Anglia)

WINDMIL_08_15.jpg Sep-95
shell of small, slender stone 
tower mill (leaning) Unknown (not SE or East Anglia)

WINDMIL_08_16.jpg May-91
small preserved open-trestle post 
mill with sails Oxon: Bloxham

WINDMIL_08_17.jpg May-91
restored tower mill in w/o with 
four sails Cambs: Over

WINDMIL_09_01.jpg May-91
house-converted smock mill with 
sails Cambs: Swaffham Prior



WINDMIL_09_02.jpg May-91

house-converted smock mill with 
sails and restored tower mill, in 
w/o, in background Cambs: Swaffham Prior

WINDMIL_09_03.jpg May-91 Restored tower mill in w/o Cambs: Swaffham Prior
WINDMIL_09_04.jpg May-91 Restored post mill in w/o Suffolk: Stanton
WINDMIL_09_05.jpg May-91 Restored post mill in w/o Suffolk: Stanton
WINDMIL_09_06.jpg May-91 Restored post mill in w/o Suffolk: Stanton

WINDMIL_09_07.jpg May-91

Interior of post mill showing 
brakewheel and sack hoist chain 
pulley on windshaft Suffolk: Stanton

WINDMIL_09_08.jpg May-91

Interior of post mill showing 
brakewheel, wallower, wooden 
upright shaft and two pairs of 
stones Suffolk: Stanton

WINDMIL_09_09.jpg May-91

Spout floor of post mill showing 
main post, crowntree, great spur 
wheel and governors Suffolk: Stanton

WINDMIL_09_10.jpg May-91 restored post mill in w/o Suffolk: Stanton

WINDMIL_09_11.jpg May-91
Restored tower windpump with 
sails Norfolk: Ludham, Turf Fen

WINDMIL_09_12.jpg May-91
Restored tower windpump with 
sails Norfolk: Ludham, Turf Fen

WINDMIL_09_13.jpg May-91

Post mill under reconstruction 
and complete except for sails, 
windshaft and fantail Norfolk: Thrigby

WINDMIL_09_14.jpg May-91

Post mill under reconstruction 
and complete except for sails, 
windshaft and fantail Norfolk: Thrigby

WINDMIL_09_15.jpg May-91 Preserved post mill with two sails Suffolk: Framsden



WINDMIL_09_16.jpg May-91

Tower of house-converted tower 
mill with cap, fanstage etc. 
assembly on ground nearby 
about to be fitted by crane Sussex: Patcham, Waterhall Mill

WINDMIL_09_17.jpg May-91

Tower of house-converted tower 
mill with cap, fanstage etc. 
assembly on ground nearby 
about to be fitted by crane Sussex: Patcham, Waterhall Mill

WINDMIL_09_18.jpg May-91

Man being lifted up by crane, 
presumably to supervise work of 
replacing cap from top of tower Sussex: Patcham, Waterhall Mill

WINDMIL_09_19.jpg Oct-91
restored smock mill with sails in 
open-air museum Denmark/Sweden

WINDMIL_09_20.jpg Jan-93 preserved post mill with sails Sussex: Mayfield, Argos Hill Mill

WINDMIL_10_01.jpg May-92

tower of tower mill with cap and 
fan on ground nearby: cap 
circle(?) being fitted by crane Sussex: Patcham, Waterhall Mill

WINDMIL_10_02.jpg May-92
Cap and fan on ground attached 
to hook of crane Sussex: Patcham, Waterhall Mill

WINDMIL_10_03.jpg May-92
Cap and fan assembly being lifted 
off ground by crane Sussex: Patcham, Waterhall Mill

WINDMIL_10_04.jpg May-92
Cap and fan assembly being lifted 
off ground by crane Sussex: Patcham, Waterhall Mill

WINDMIL_10_05.jpg May-92
Cap and fan assembly being lifted 
off ground by crane Sussex: Patcham, Waterhall Mill

WINDMIL_10_06.jpg May-92
Cap and fan assembly being lifted 
off ground by crane Sussex: Patcham, Waterhall Mill



WINDMIL_10_07.jpg May-92
Cap and fan assembly being lifted 
off ground by crane Sussex: Patcham, Waterhall Mill

WINDMIL_10_08.jpg May-92 Cap and fan being fitted by crane Sussex: Patcham, Waterhall Mill

WINDMIL_10_09.jpg May-92 Cap and fan being fitted by crane Sussex: Patcham, Waterhall Mill

WINDMIL_10_10.jpg May-92 Cap and fan just fitted Sussex: Patcham, Waterhall Mill

WINDMIL_10_11.jpg May-92 Cap and fan just fitted Sussex: Patcham, Waterhall Mill

WINDMIL_11_01.jpg May-92
tall capless tower of tower mill, 
scaffolded for house conversion Lincolnshire: Lincoln, Le Tall's Mill

WINDMIL_11_02.jpg May-92
tall capless tower of tower mill, 
scaffolded for house conversion Lincolnshire: Lincoln, Le Tall's Mill

WINDMIL_11_03.jpg Jan-93

capless tower mill roofed over for 
restoration: sails and fan on 
ground awaiting fitting Wiltshire: Wilton

WINDMIL_11_04.jpg Jan-93

capless tower mill roofed over for 
restoration: sails and fan on 
ground awaiting fitting Wiltshire: Wilton

WINDMIL_11_05.jpg Oct-91
man setting cloths on sails of 
restored open-trestle post mill France/Belgium

WINDMIL_11_06.jpg Oct-91
view through door in buck of 
restored post mill France/Belgium

WINDMIL_11_07.jpg Oct-91
man setting cloths on sails of 
restored open-trestle post mill France/Belgium



WINDMIL_11_08.jpg Oct-91

detail of restored open-trestle 
post mill showing rear of buck, 
trestle, tailpole and ladder France/Belgium

WINDMIL_11_09.jpg May-92
tower mill, partially restored with 
new cap but no sails Oxon: North Leigh
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